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Abstract
The MIT curriculum has traditionally been organized into Departments and Schools, or groups of
Departments. This influences degree titles and their requirements, subject listings seen by
students and professors, and more. But subjects, Departments and Schools are not systematically
analyzed or organized based on the knowledge they cover.
The system built mined a subset of Institute subjects, taken from OpenCourseWare, for key
topics, and performed Google searches on those terms. By composing keyword search result
vectors for each subject, scores can be calculated between all pairs of subjects.
These scores were used by an MDS layout algorithm and a Hierarchical Clustering algorithm to
suggest two new organizations each for Department 6 (E.E. and C.S.) and for the MIT
Departments into Schools. Convex hulls in MDS graphs of Department 6, colored based on
classes a student has taken, are also used to predict new departments the student will take.
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1 Introduction
The MIT curriculum has traditionally been organized into Departments and Schools. This
influences degree titles and their requirements, subject listings seen by students and professors,
and more. But subjects, Departments and Schools are not systematically analyzed or organized
based on the knowledge they cover.
This project centered on finding reorganizations of MIT into Departments, or Courses, and
Schools that reflected the content covered by subjects, or courses. To do this, content covered by
subjects needed to be determined, metrics for the amount of similarity between subjects created,
and methods of clustering similar subjects into reorganizations applied.
To analyze the curriculum in a meaningful way, it was necessary to first determine the key topics
covered by each subject. Subject listing descriptions for classes vary greatly in their usefulness
for this purpose and would have to be parsed for keywords. Websites for individual subjects
present the same problem. MIT OpenCourseWare, however, already provides a set of keywords
for each subject covered.
2 OCW and the MIT Curriculum
MIT OpenCourseWare (OCW) offers a large portion of the MIT curriculum to the public on the
Internet at http://ocw.mit.edu/. [1] OCW subject pages include subject descriptions and lecture
materials as well as any syllabus, assignments, study materials, or supplemental reading
available. As previously stated, a set of keywords is provided for each subject, making OCW a
good source of data for the topics covered by a subject. These keywords are entered by a human
and not automatically generated. They are most often entered by the subject's professor.
The OCW site contains a full listing of all the subjects with material available at:
http://ocw.mit.edu/OcwWeb/Global/all-courses.htm. The source of this page was searched for
URL's with an instance of "CourseHome" to compile a set of URL's for the index pages of only
subject pages. As of mid-November 2005, when the latest dataset was compiled, there were 1367
subjects listed and found on this page.
From those index pages the name of the subject, its keywords, and its department were found. Its
keywords were necessary for determining similarity between departments, as stated above. The
department provides information used in clustering across subjects. The name of a subject is
useful for displaying similarity results to humans.
The name was derived from the URL of the index page using a simple string search that returns
the string after one of an explicit {set of departments} and before a "/". The URL for 6.001 's
index:
http: //ocw.mit. edu/OcwWeb/Electrical-Engineering-and-
Computer-Science/6-001Structure-and-Interpretation-of-
Computer-ProgramsFall2002/DepartmentHome/index.htm
would give the subject name as:
6-001 Structure-and-Interpretation-of-Computer-
ProgramsFall2002.
There is no good way to separate the short version of the subject number from this name (ex: 6-
001) as there is no fixed length (6.001, 18.06, MAS. 110, etc), no strict type of characters (strings
and numbers), etc. There can also be multiple versions of a class submitted to OCW, such as
8.01 Physics I Fall 2003 and 8.01 Physics I Fall 1999 preventing a short version of the name
from being used.
The department number associated with a subject is found by searching the subject name for the
first instance of"-" and returning the string before it. The department associated with "6-
001Structure-and-Interpretation-of-Computer-ProgramsFall2002"
would be '6.'
Finally, the keywords associated with each subject were extracted and compiled into a list for use
in Google searches and distance scoring. The keywords are found within the "meta
name=keywords content=..." tag of the HTML source of the subject page. For example, the
keywords associated with the Fall 2002 version of 6.001 are given as:
<meta name="Keyword" content="programming, Scheme,
abstraction, recursion, iteration, object oriented,
structure, interpretation, computer programs, languages,
procedures"/>
The number of keywords provided for each subject ranged anywhere between I and 205.
After searching OCW for courses, 1367 total subjects were found. These represent 33 out of the
35 MIT Departments, as found from parsing the Departments associated with these subjects, and
all the Schools of MIT. Further analysis of the OCW dataset, including the number of subjects by
School and Department, are detailed in Appendix 2.
3 The Search Data
3.1 Gooqle
Once the list of key topics for each contributing subject was compiled, it was necessary to
determine how connected any pair of subjects were in order to analyze the entire MIT
curriculum. There were several possibilities for this. The keywords for any pair of subjects could
be compared to determine those in common, leading to a score between the two. As the number
of keywords varied so widely between subjects, this would likely have produced little overlap in
keywords. Another option was to do a full text search of the subject directories, taken from the
subject index URLs, for all the keywords compiled. Any search could have been used, but
Google was chosen because it indexed all OCW pages and had a publicly available API.
Also, there was a precedent for using Google to determine relatedness of quantities. Work has
been done by Paul Vitanyi and Rudi Cilibrasi of the National Institute for Mathematics and
Computer Science in Amsterdam, the Netherlands on extracting the meaning of words from
Google searches. They rely heavily on the meaning of the word influencing those words that
appear with it. Using this assumption they are able to show that "rider" often appears with
"horse" and "saddle," therefore its meaning can be discovered. They are further able to
determine words with similar or equal meanings and those unrelated. [2]
Google's open API makes it very easy to initiate searches and receive results [3]. By limiting all
searches to "site:ocw.mit.edu" it was guaranteed the only pages returned were associated with
OCW subjects. For all of the scoring methods described below the top 100 results for each
keyword searched were returned. These 100 results translated into 10 separate searches, as only
10 results are retrievable at a time, with an appropriate offset. One of the early difficulties faced
was the limit Google places on the number of searches available per day. This is listed in the API
as 1,000. Google agreed to raise this number to 25,000 for the purposes of this project.' The
total number of searches completed, for both of the Methods described below, was over 250,000.
Even using Google searches of all the keywords given for the OCW subjects, there were still a
number of different ways to determine scores between pairs of subjects. Two were tried, the Raw
Count Method with Symmetric Scores and the Vector Model with Cosine Similarity Scores.
These two methods are presented below.
3.2 Raw Count Method with Symmetric Scorin,
3.2.1 About
In the Spring of 2005, we performed a simple method of determining scores in order to test the
proof of concept of this research, that distances between subjects in the OCW curriculum could
be determined automatically using Google search results. The actual method of calculating
scores has since changed to the Vector Model with Cosine Similarity Scores, but these early
results still showed the validity of such an approach to subject similarity.
Nelson Minar and Alexander Macgillivray, both at Google, worked to increase our daily quota of Google
searches.
3.2.2 Method & Scoring
Using all the keywords for each subject, found as described above, we ran a Google search on
each (keyword) to determine the score between two subjects. The search had the site limited to
"site:ocw.mit.edu" to include only OCW subject pages.
For any subject, Ca and any keyword K of subject Ca, we were able to calculate:
NR(K, Cb) = the number of pages of subject
the top R search results of K
not distinct subjects)
Cb that were among
(distinct pages,
The score between any two subjects was then taken as:
D(Ca,Cb) = directed score = Z ( N(K, Cb) ) over all K of Ca
This score D was obviously directed. It could not be assumed that D(Ca,Cb) would return the
same value of D(Cb,Ca). This follows immediately from each subject having a different set of
keywords. In order to determine a true score between the two subjects Ca and Cb, we made the
score symmetric:
S (Ca, Cb) = symmetric score = D (Cat Cb) + D (Cb, Ca)
For our purposes, we took R= 100 and computed Ni00(Ca, Cb), or the top 100 pages returned for
each of Ca's keywords. If we assume each subject had over 10 keywords, we made, with only 10
results available at a time, more than 112,100 searches.
An example of the data we found from this method of scoring is:
1-00Introduction-to-Computers-and-Engineering-Problem-
SolvingFall2002
6-001Structure-and-Interpretation-of-Computer-ProgramsFall2002
S (Ca, Cb) 35.0
K of Ca with N1 00o!=0
D (Ca, Cb)
Kof Cb with N100oo!=0
D (Cb, Ca)
C++,computer,data structures,engineering,object
oriented,programming,sorting
20
computer programs,iteration,object oriented,recursion
15
3.2.3 Examples
Examples of interesting scores were:
6-001Structure-and-Interpretation-of-Computer-ProgramsFall2002
21L-701Literary-Interpretation--Virginia-Woolf-s-ShakespeaceSpring2001
7
8-01Physics-IFall2003
8-01TFall-2004
26
6-111lIntroductory-Digital-Systems-LaboratoryFall2002
6-111Spring2004
195
Based on the method of computing both the directed and symmetric scores, it can be seen that
two subjects with a high symmetric score have more in common than a pair with a lower
symmetric score. The example scores show that with the Raw Count Method with Symmetric
Scoring, the two versions of 6.111 have more in common than the two versions of 8.01, which
have more in common than 6.001 and 21L.701.
Symmetric scores were computed between all pairs of OCW subjects and were visualized using a
Multi-Dimensional Scaling algorithm. However, this method and scoring technique was not the
final choice settled upon. There are a number of shortcomings to this approach. Both the directed
and symmetric scores depend entirely (and only) upon the keywords assigned to a subject. It is
possible a subject could have a symmetric distance of 0 with itself, if given truly bad keywords.
In the same situation that subject could have a high symmetric score with another subject, despite
its own keywords being a poor reflection of its content and a good reflection of the other
subject's content. Because of these possible discrepancies, the more robust Vector Model with
Cosine Similarity scoring technique was subsequently used.
3.3 Vector Model
3.3.1 About
In November of 2005 we moved from the previous Raw Count Method with Symmetric Score
calculation technique to a Vector Model with Salton term weights and a Cosine Similarity
function used to calculate scores between subjects.
3.2.3 Examples
Examples of interesting scores were:
This method differed most significantly from the previous one in that we first created one set of
all the unique keywords provided. Then ran Google searches on each of those, and assigned a
subject a score in the appropriate index of a vector the size of the number of unique keywords,
based on the number of times it was returned. This method is a standard approach to information
retrieval.
3.3.2 Method
Of the 14709 keywords compiled from all the OCW subjects, Google searches were run on each
of the 13983 unique, case-insensitive keywords. Google searches discount the case of the search
terms, so this was valid. For a keyword K we calculated the term frequency for each subject Ca:
TFR(K, Ca) = Term frequency. The number of pages of Ca that
were among the top R search results of K
(distinct pages)
As in the previous scoring method, we took R=100 and used only the top 100 results for each
keyword search. With 10 searches needed for each 100 results, this led to approximately 139,830
searches.
Each subject has a Term Frequency vector of the same length. It reflects the subject's term
frequency for keyword Ki at the Term Frequency vector index I, TermFrequency[i].
Two additional pieces of information were saved as part of these searches. The first was the
approximate number of total results that were available for each keyword, provided as part of the
Google API. We do not currently make use of this. Also, the number of distinct subjects of the
1367 total that had non-zero TFR(K,Ca) values for each keyword were stored. This value would
be useful in certain weighting techniques, such as Salton term weighting.
3.3.3 Salton Weighting
From the TF-vectors for each subject, the vectors were weighted using Salton term weighting. A
Weight-vector, W, was created that was the same length as TF. Each index in W, wi was equal
to:
wz fi :og dj
where tf is equal to TF[i] or the term frequency of the i'th keyword, D is the total number of
subjects (1367), and dfj is the total number of distinct subjects that returned non-zero TRR(K,Ca)
values for keyword Ki [4] [5].
This effectively gives less common keywords more weight than more common keywords. This is
also standard in information retrieval, as knowing a subject has a more common keyword tells us
less information than knowing it has a less common keyword. [5]
Each subject's TF vector was multiplied by its Weight-vector to give its final vector used in
score computations.
3.3.4 Cosine Similarity Scoring
A Similarity Score, S, was then calculated for each pair of subjects, Di and Dj, using the Cosine
Formula:
N
w [6] [5]
s im(Di, Dj) =I-- I_____
k= 1 k=1
The Similarity Score between two subjects ranged from 0 to I with a low score indicating less
similarity than a high score [5].
3.3.5 Modifications of the Vectors
The size of the unedited set of keywords returned from all of the subjects in the OCW curriculum
totaled 14,709. However, this set included case-sensitive keywords, keywords with no search
results, and different versions of a stemmed word. Some of these would inappropriately skew
score results and the vector had to be modified to remove the indices corresponding to these
"bad" keywords before scoring took place.
To create the unique set of keywords from those provided by individual subjects we made the
keywords case-insensitive and only kept unique values. This was important because those people
who entered the keywords were not consistent in their use of case, ex: Linear Algebra and Linear
algebra. Those two contributors obviously had the same topic in mind. Also, Google searches are
not case-sensitive so nothing is gained by running distinct searches on the case-sensitive forms of
the same word. Additionally, it could skew the scores in favor of those subjects with repeated,
case-sensitive keywords. Creating the unique, case-insensitive set left 13,983 keywords in total.
Keywords that had no search results were also removed. If there was no subject such that the
Term Frequency, TRR(K,Ca) for that keyword K was non-zero, the index of all subject vectors
corresponding to that keyword was removed. After discounting keywords with no Google results
we were left with vectors of length 12,626 for each subject. Because all subject vectors were zero
at that index, Similarity Scores were neither positively nor negatively affected by the inclusion of
these indices. However, storing 1,367 13,983-length vectors takes more space than storing 1,367
12,626-length vectors, and in the interest of conserving space the smaller vectors were used.
Finally, the keyword list was stemmed in order to combine keywords which mapped to the same
stem. Examples of such non-stemmed keywords include: art, artist, artistic, artistry, artists, arts.
The list of 12,626 keywords was manually stemmed using the Porter 2 Stemming algorithm. [7]
The algorithm lists the set of common suffixes, which when removed would map to the same
stem, and provided a useful visual comparison in the manual stemming process. The process was
done manually in order to catch other keywords that should map to the same word that the
algorithm would not pick up, such as: t.v. & television, or U.S., U.S.A, United States, & United
States of America.
A stem list was made that included the common stem, and all the keywords in the set that
mapped to that stem. The TF vector was then modified so that the value at the index of the stem
was set equal to the sum of the values at all the non-stem indices:
TF[Kstem] = I TF[Knon-stem:i] for all non-stems mapping to that stem
The indices of all non-stem keywords were then removed. This decreased the size of the TF
vectors from 12,626 to 11,145. This modification was not made merely to conserve space. All
non-stem keywords are alternative ways of describing the same topic, given by the stem. Before
the combination of the non-stems, subjects that covered the same topic, but referred to it in
different ways could have a false Similarity score of 0, indicating no overlap of topics. After
stemming they would have non-zero values at the same index and have a non-zero Similarity
Score, indicating overlap of topics covered by the subjects.
A final breakdown of keyword categories by size is given in Figure 1. Categories include: Good
keywords, Redundant Non-stems, Zero Google results, and Redundant Case-sensitive. The final
three categories are marked in red to indicate that keywords from these categories were not
included in the final TF vectors. The keywords not included accounted for nearly one fourth of
all the original keywords provided for subjects. This indicates keyword-providers are being
overly redundant 15% of the time and provide poor keywords 9% of the time.
Keyword Categories by Size
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Figure 1 - Keyword Categories by Size. Keywords included in categories marked as red were not included in
the final vectors.
4 Vector Data Analysis
4.1 Subject spans of Keywords
Before additional analysis is performed, it useful to examine the dataset, in this case the search
result TF vectors. For example, from the previous section, and as shown in Figure 1 11,145 of
the original 14,709 keywords were determined to be good and kept as part of the TF vectors for
the 1,367 subjects. But how good are those good keywords exactly?
"Good" needs to be clearly defined before a keyword's "goodness" can be measured. But a
keyword's subject span is certainly one measure of how applicable it is. A subject span of a
keyword is defined as the number of subjects that have a non-zero value in their TF vectors at the
index of that keyword. Figure 2 shows the subject spans by the number of keywords with such a
subject span. For example, 3,351 keywords span only 1 subject. These 3,351 keywords were
referenced only by the subject they were provided as keywords for. They are not applicable to
many subjects. Examples of these keywords are: "nanorobotics", "magnetoresistive sensors",
"ada lovelace", "penelope cruz" and "pornographic poems." These keywords account for
approximately 30% of the total number of keywords used. This means that 70% of the keywords
are applicable to 2 or more subjects. The keyword with the maximum span, spanning 240
subjects, is "science."
course span of keywords
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Figure 2 - The Subject, or course, span of keywords. Shows subject span sizes (x-axis) by the number of
keywords (y-axis) with such a span. For example, 3,351 keywords span only 1 subject.
4.2 Keyword spans
One measure of a subject, Department, or School is how broad they are, or the number of distinct
topics they cover. The keyword span of a subject is defined as the number of nonzero values a
subject has across all the indices of its TF vector. Figure 3 shows Keyword spans by the number
of subjects with such a keyword span. One very broad subject, ESD-36JFall-2003, spans 777
keywords. The next broadest subject is ESD-84Engineering-Systems-Doctoral-SeminarFall2002
which spans 711 keywords. Seven narrow subjects span only one keyword. But on the whole,
OCW subjects tend to be broad. Nearly 73% of the OCW subjects, 995, span more than 50
keywords. 46% of the subjects, 633, span more than 100 keywords.
Further, at least 16% of the subjects, 231, span more than 200 keywords, meaning pages related
to each of those subjects contains more than 200 of the keywords. This validates the Vector
Model approach. As mentioned previously, the maximum number of keywords entered for a
subject was 205. There was only one subject with that many, and the number provided was
usually significantly less than that. However, at least 16% of subjects were related to more
keywords than the maximum provided. This would not have been reflected with the Raw Count
and Symmetric Score method, leading to lower scores for similar subjects.
Keywords Spanned By Number of courses
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Figure 3 - Keyword spans by the number of subjects, or courses, with such a keyword span. For example, one
subject spans 777 keywords. A total of 7 subjects span I keyword.
Figure 4 and Figure 5 show Departments and Schools, respectively, by percentage of keywords
spanned. The keyword span of a Department is defined by the number of keywords for which
any subject within that Department has a nonzero TF value at that keyword's index. The
keyword span of a School is similarly defined, with the number of keywords for which any
subject within that School has a nonzero TF value.
Course by Percentage of Keywords Spanned
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Figure 4 - Department by Percentage of Keywords Spanned. Department 6 leads by spanning 35% of the
keywords.
School by Percentage of Keywords Spanned
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Figure 5 - School by Keywords Spanned. Engineering leads by spanning 63% of the keywords.
Figure 4 shows that Department 6, with 35% of keywords spanned, leads the Departments in
keyword spans. The trend of Engineering leading Department keyword spans continues in Figure
5. There, Engineering leads the Schools by spanning 63% of the keywords. Interestingly, this is a
little less than 1.5 times the percentage spanned by HASS. However Figure 23 shows that HASS
contains more than 1.5 as many subjects as Engineering does. Therefore, despite having fewer
contributing subjects, Engineering manages to span more keywords than HASS. That means, that
on average, each Engineering subject spans 29 keywords, while each HASS subject spans only
13 keywords, less than half that number.
4.3 Top Keywords
4.3.1 Uses
Lists of top keywords can be compiled for individual subjects, Departments, Schools, and for all
of MIT, using TF vectors and a list of the keywords at the corresponding indices in the TF
vector.
These top keyword lists have a number of uses. They are useful in providing an overview of the
keyword set used in OCW. Indeed, early versions of this experiment helped uncover the
existence of multiple, non-stemmed forms of the same word appearing in both these lists and in
the keyword dataset. Stemming took place as a direct result.
The lists also serve as a brief overview of the OCW subjects, Departments, and entire
curriculum. This overview could inform prospective students or any other person who wishes to
know more about what the curriculum covers or does not cover.
Finally, these lists could be used in a kind of feedback loop, where the keywords for individual
OCW subjects are taken from these lists rather than only from those supplied. Because these lists
show the number of pages that contain the keyword, the keywords could also be given in order of
most applicable.
4.3.2 For a subject
Top keyword lists can be generated for a subject by searching its non-weighted TF vector for the
top values. The corresponding keyword is then found at the same index in the keyword list. As
an example, the top 33 keywords of 6.001 Fall 2002 (the only non-zero value keywords) are
shown below in Table 1. The value following the keyword is the number of pages of 6.001 that
included that keyword.
Table 1 - Top Keywords for 6.001 Fall 2002, with the number of pages containing that keyword.
4.3.3 For Entire OCW Curriculum
The same can be done to find the most popular keywords for the entire OCW curriculum. In this
case, all the subject vectors are first averaged to create an "MIT" TF vector. Then the same
approach described above is followed. The top 50 keywords for all of MIT are shown in Table 2.
Also shown is the average number of pages the keyword appears on for any subject.
6-001Structure-and-lnterpretation-of-Computer-ProgramsFall2002 has the following 33
keywords:
computer programs, 5.00
print, 2.00
interpretation , 2.00
guts, 1.00
running, 1.00
structure, 1.00
4 engineering design points, 1.00
athena, 1.00
computation, 1.00
edit, 1.00
pc, 1.00
web, 1.00
buffer, 1.00
collaboration, 1.00
controlling complexity, 1.00
data abstraction, 1.00
documentation, 1.00
fashion, 1.00
frame, 1.00
frameworks, 1.00
habits, 1.00
listening, 1.00
memory management, 1.00
object oriented, 1.00
object oriented programming, 1.00
personal computer, 1.00
possession, 1.00
project, 1.00
purpose, 1.00
scheme, 1.00
shadows, 1.00
tutorial, 1.00
weapon, 1.00
Table 2 - Top 50 Keywords across all MIT subjects, with the avg. number of pages the keyword appears on
for any course.
MIT (with 1367 subjects) has the following top 50 keywords:
gene, .39
operate, .36
write, .36
economy, .36
science, .35
developed, .35
art , .35
method, .35
capacitor, .34
image, .34
optimal, .33
nation , .33
industrial , .32
modular, .31
analyze, .30
transform , .30
historian, .30
poem, .29
act, .29
electron, .29
character, .29
design, .29
experiment, .29
interact, .28
communicate, .28
rotating, .28
products, .28
computation, .27
distributed, .27
theory, .26
model, .26
formula, .26
america, .26
relating, .25
observation, .25
filter, .25
modern, .24
photo, .24
abstract, .24
negotiating, .24
practice, .23
accounts, .23
graph, .23
finance, .23
sex, .23
life, .23
personal , .23
human, .23
u.s., .22
report . 22
4.3.4 By Department
The top keywords for Departments are calculated by averaging all non-weighted TF vectors for
subjects belonging to the Department, and then determining the keywords with the largest
values. The top 10 keywords for all OCW Departments are shown below in Table 3. Also shown
is the number of pages containing that keyword for any course in the Department, on average.
1 (with 53 subjects) top 10 keywords:
transport, 1.75
environment, 1.66
civil, 1.47
operate, 1.45
environmental engineering, 1.36
solid mechanics, 1.25
soil, 1.23
groundwater, 1.19
transportation systems, 1.19
1.224,1.11
3 (with 28 subjects) top 10 keywords:
crystal, 3.00
materials science, 2.61
composites, 2.54
metal , 2.43
physical metallurgy , 2.36
3.40,2.11
polymer, 2.00
atomic, 1.93
semiconductor, 1.89
22.71, 1.79
5 (with 23 subjects) top 10 keywords:
chemistry, 4.04
reactions, 3.70
organic chemistry, 3.5 7
introductory quantum mechanics, 3.09
coupled, 2.35
spectroscopy, 2.22
harmonic oscillator, 2.13
rotating, 2.09
nmr, 1.83
experiment, 1.83
2 (with 42 subjects) top 10 keywords:
mechanical, 2.29
manufacture, 2.14
machine, 1.95
mechanical engineering, 1.88
robot, 1.71
manufacturing process, 1.29
2.830,1.24
model, 1.19
actuator, 1.14
nano, 1.12
4 (with 56 subjects) top 10 keywords:
art, 2.66
architecture , 2.36
build, 1.73
modem, 1.48
photo, 1.07
architectural design, 1.02
islam, 1.00
design, .93
fabric, .89
cities, .86
6 (with 123 subjects) top 10 keywords:
18.062,1.58
6.042,1.55
capacitor, 1.34
transistor, 1.34
amplifier, 1.25
resistor, 1.20
circuit, 1.09
electron, 1.06
electric, .98
computation, .98
--- ~---
• i
7 (with 21 subjects) top 10 keywords:
gene, 13.24
enzyme, 5.10
cell, 3.95
dna, 3.67
experiment, 3.19
wild type, 3.19
biology, 3.10
mutation, 3.00
sequence, 2.95
rna, 2.90
9 (with 81 subjects) top 10 keywords:
synapse, 1.86
cognition, 1.73
cognitive science, 1.69
neurons, 1.56
brain, 1.20
behavior, 1.12
neuroscience, .94
psychology, .75
memory, .74
science, .74
1 I (with 90 subjects) top 10 keywords:
planners, 2.11
neighborhood, 1.70
urban, 1.44
community, 1.12
developed, 1.12
cities, 1.03
economy, .93
community development, .81
industrial, .80
gis, .78
13 (with 18 subjects) top 10 keywords:
13.002, 2.44
ship , 2.00
acoustics, 1.78
lift , 1.61
computation, 1.44
parabolic, 1.44
10.002,1.33
normal mode, 1.28
8 (with 53 subjects) top 10 keywords:
galaxy, 2.36
physics, 2.04
black hole, 1.98
gravity, 1.62
magnetic, 1.62
magnetic field, 1.51
electromagnetic, 1.47
general relativity, 1.40
special relativity, 1.40
relativity, 1.40
10 (with 10 subjects) top 10 keywords:
process, 3.60
finite difference, 3.30
control , 3.00
operate, 2.90
transfer function, 2.80
heat capacity, 2.60
sustainable, 2.30
sustainable energy, 2.30
thermodynamics, 2.10
dynamic, 2.00
12 (with 35 subjects) top 10 keywords:
earth , 2.83
mantle, 2.00
geochemical, 1.49
rotating, 1.43
gravity, 1.23
composites, 1.06
science, 1.03
crystal, 1.03
observation, 1.03
satellite, 1.03
14 (with 44 subjects) top 10 keywords:
economy, 4.05
wage, 2.34
macroeconomics, 1.50
labor market, 1.32
utility, 1.25
saving, 1.20
equilibria, 1.16
tax, 1.09
,
,
ocean acoustics, 1.17
13.472, 1.11
15 (with 116 subjects) top 10 keywords:
management, 1.73
negotiating, 1.66
market, 1.48
corporate, 1.47
finance, 1.46
accounts, 1.34
investment, 1.26
optimal, 1.19
strategic, 1.19
products, 1.14
17 (with 61 subjects) top 10 keywords:
politics, 3.05
democracy, 2.31
nation, 2.25
political science, 1.77
political economy, 1.74
liberal, 1.70
legislation, 1.49
u.s., 1.36
america, 1.34
citizen, 1.23
21A (with 26 subjects) top 10 keywords:
anthropology, 5.42
medicine, 3.50
sex, 3.35
race, 2.96
africa, 2.58
family, 2.58
ethnography, 2.50
colony, 2.46
nation, 2.12
culture, 2.00
21H (with 47 subjects) top 10 keywords:
historian , 4.62
america, 1.79
revolution, 1.55
europe, 1.36
nineteenth centuries, 1.19
imperial, 1.17
market, 1.02
unemployment, .95
16 (with 41 subjects) top 10 keywords:
satellite, 2.44
aeronautics, 2.39
astronautics, 2.39
state space , 2.39
unified engineering, 2.15
control, 2.10
robot, 2.05
system design, 1.90
spacecraft , 1.78
16.412, 1.71
18 (with 78 subjects) top 10 keywords:
mathematical, 1.54
theorem, 1.40
ode, 1.05
matrix, 1.00
differentiate, .99
differential equations, .87
algebra, .82
equations, .78
filter banks, .77
fourier transform, .77
21F (with 58 subjects) top 10 keywords:
japan, 1.45
china, 1.31
culture, 1.22
foreign, 1.19
german, 1.19
language, 1.19
spain, 1.03
grammar, .91
vocabulary, .86
speak, .81
21L (with 53 subjects) top 10 keywords:
poem, 4.81
literary, 3.04
text , 1.91
novel, 1.58
shakespeare, 1.57
play, 1.36
,
twentieth century, 1.09 romance, 1.28
nation, 1.04 write, 1.15
rome , .98 comedy, 1.11
china, .96 character, 1.08
21M (with 15 subjects) top 10 keywords: 21W (with 27 subjects) top 10 keywords:
theater, 10.20 write, 6.96
music, 5.33 essay, 4.48
theater arts, 4.33 revising, 3.22
costume, 3.80 draft, 1.74
art, 3.40 image, 1.74
light, 2.93 life, 1.56
scenery, 2.60 oral presentation, 1.41
african american, 1.60 creative spark, 1.41
rendering, 1.60 exposition, 1.41
rehearsal, 1.53 feel, 1.41
22 (with 26 subjects) top 10 keywords: 24 (with 39 subjects) top 10 keywords:
neutron, 3.50 philosophy, 3.67
nuclear engineering, 3.46 linguistic, 3.31
nuclear, 3.15 phonology, 2.18
22.611 ,2.15 lexical, 1.90
particle, 1.96 semantic, 1.56
interact, 1.96 syntax, 1.10
scattering, 1.85 argument, 1.08
reactions, 1.65 language, 1.03
nuclear power, 1.46 belief, 1.00
photon, 1.46 true, 1.00
BE (with 12 subjects) top 10 keywords: CMS (with 3 subjects) top 10 keywords:
biological engineers, 6.58 media, 4.00
polymer, 5.33 cms.930, 2.33
tissue, 4.42 educational technology, 2.00
toxic, 3.42 revolution, 2.00
molecules, 3.08 digital divide, 2.00
gene, 2.92 nineteenth centuries, 2.00
cell, 2.75 education, 1.67
biomedical, 2.58 speak, 1.67
biomaterials, 2.42 e-learning, 1.67
tissue engineering, 2.42 transition, 1.67
ESD (with 11 subjects) top 10 keywords: HST (with 24 subjects) top 10 keywords:
engineering systems, 5.45 tissue, 3.92
system dynamics, 4.73 gene, 3.29
negotiating, 4.00 health, 3.25
organization, 3.64 cell, 3.25
project management, 3.55
cpm , 3.45
leaders, 3.36
lean, 3.36
developed, 3.27
supply chain, 3.09
MAS (with 27 subjects) top 10 keywords:
media arts, 3.11
media, 2.44
art, 2.26
interact, 1.81
holograms, 1.52
mit media lab, 1.48
deep engagement, 1.41
image, 1.30
computer, 1.30
emotion , 1.26
STS (with 19 subjects) top 10 keywords:
science, 3.63
technologies, 3.58
society, 2.58
historian , 2.53
industrial , 2.05
human, 1.68
revolution, 1.58
drug, 1.58
modem, 1.53
america, 1.32
receptor, 2.92
immunity, 2.88
metabolic , 2.42
magnetic resonance imaging, 2.21
drug, 2.17
clinical, 2.12
SP (with 7 subjects) top 10 keywords:
java, 3.00
op amps, 2.57
lab , 2.14
control structures, 2.00
prototype , 2.00
diode, 1.86
voltage, 1.86
capacitor, 1.71
resistor, 1.71
print, 1.57
Table 3 - The top 10 keywords for all OCW Departments. Also shown is the number of pages containing that
keyword for any subject in the Department, on average.
4.4 Multi-dimensional Scaling (MDS)
4.4.1 About
The GUESS Exploration System by Eytan Adar was used to visualize the datasets. It takes a list
of nodes and edges, each with associated fields, and creates a graph. The system also makes
available several layout algorithms to organize and lay out the nodes and edges of the graph. The
multi-dimensional scaling layout was used on all of the graphs visualized with GUESS. The
layout "does a multi-dimensional scaling on the graph where node-node distances are defined by
the connected edge weight." [8]
The Multi-dimensional scaling, MDS, layout algorithm expected distances between similar
nodes to be small, while the Similarity scores calculated from the Vector Model have larger
values for more similar subjects. Therefore, Similarity scores were often subtracted from some
constant to create distance values for GUESS edge weights. The specific distances used are
given when describing associated graph images.
4.4.2 MDS Layout of Two Departments
To determine how good graphs with the multidimensional scaling layout were at displaying
subjects of varying similarity, subjects belonging to two different Departments were graphed. An
edge was created for every pair of subjects and its weight was set equal to the 1.0 - Similarity
Score of the two. It was expected that two groups would naturally form, one for each set of
subjects.
Figure 6 shows such a graph of two Departments, with subjects from Department 21H and from
Department 6. The subjects were colored differently depending on their Department. As
expected, there are two groups, each with a different color, corresponding to the different
Departments.
4.4.3 MDS Layout of all Departments
To graph all the OCW Departments as single points, first all the weighted TF vectors belonging
to a Department were averaged together to create a new vector corresponding to the weighted TF
vector for the Department. Next, Similarity Scores were computed between all pairs of these
newly formed Department TF vectors. An edge was created between every pair of Departments,
with its weight equal to 1.0 - those scores. The resulting graph with multidimensional scaling
layout is shown in Figure 7. Departments are colored by School and convex hulls are drawn for
each school.
Figure 7 also suggests a new possible organization for the Schools at MIT. To create completely
disjoint sets for our new organization, it is necessary to remove parts of hulls that overlap.
Departments falling inside another School's hull are moved to that School with this simple
cluster analysis scheme. The resulting groupings are given below in Table 4.
School 1: 15
School 2: 9, HST, 7, BE, 5, 8, 22, 12, 18
School 3: ESD, 1, SP, 13, 6, 10, 2, 16, 3
School 4: 14, 17, 21H, 21A, 21F, STS, 21W, CMS, 21M, 21L, 24, MAS,4
School 5: 11
Table 4 - New School groupings suggested by minimizing the overlap of existing School convex hulls.
Departments falling within another School's hull are moved to a new School group consisting of the previous
School and the Department.
Figure 6 - The multidimensional scaling layout of subjects from two different Departments, colored
differently, produces 2 clusters.
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Figure 7 - A graph of Departments, colored by School, with a multidimensional scaling layout. Convex hulls
are drawn for schools.
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4.4.4 MDS Layouts of other Departments
Graphs of sets of subjects belonging to different Departments were also produced. Weighted TF
vectors of subjects belonging to the selected Department were found. Then, an edge was created
between all pairs of subjects in that set, with the weight of that edge being equal to 1.0 - the
Similarity Score between the two. The graphs were then laid out using the multidimensional
scaling layout.
Images of such graphs are shown in Figure 8, of Department 18, in Figure 9, of Department
21W, in Figure 10, of Department MAS, and in Figure 11, of Department 6. The graphs tell a
number of important details about the Departments. The subjects with the smallest distances to
other subjects in the Department are shown in the middle of the graph, such as 21W_746 in
Figure 9. Clusters of subjects within the Department can be seen, such as the one on the left of
Figure 8. Outliers of the Department can be seen apart from clusters, such as subject 21 W_730 in
Figure 9.
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Figure 8 - A graph with a multidimensional scaling layout of subjects from Department 18.
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Figure 9 - A graph with a multidimensional scaling layout of subjects from Department 21W.
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Figure 10 - A graph with a multidimensional scaling layout of subjects from Department MAS.
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Figure 11 - A graph with a multidimensional scaling layout of subjects from Department 6.
4.5 MDS Compared to Other Organizations and Groupings
4.5.1 About
As seen in the previous section, graphs with MDS layouts are most useful when used to compare
preexisting organizations or groupings and suggest new groupings based on these. The
Departments of the OCW Curriculum were colored by School in a graph with MDS layout in
Figure 7. New groups of Schools were then formed in Table 4 by trying to reduce the overlap of
School convex hulls.
4.5.2 Human Department 6 Graphs
The Department 6 graph with MDS layout from Figure 11 is shown in the next five figures. In
these, however, subjects that have been taught or taken by an individual are shown in red.
Department 6 subjects that Hal has taught are shown in red in Figure 12. Classes taken by four
students are shown in Figure 13,Casey's subjects, Figure 14, Evelyn's subjects, Figure 15,
Mike's subjects, and Figure 16, Tammy's subjects.
Once again convex hulls for these sets can be used. This time, the groupings are not
reorganizable, such as those in the Department graph of Figure 7. However the hulls can be used
as predictors for subjects the students would likely take or subjects the Professor would likely
teach. Those subjects not yet taken, shown in green, that fall into the convex hulls of subjects
taken, are close in distance and topics to those already taken. It is likely, therefore, that these
may be taken in the future. Obviously, the larger the convex hull, the broader the set is, in terms
of distances between subjects and in topics covered. More untaken subjects will fall within these
hulls and more possible predictions are given.
* Predictions for Hal: 6.111, 6.829, 6.831, 6.857, 6.893, 6.897
* Predictions for Casey: 6.021, 6.045, 6.050, 6.090, 6.111, 6.163, 6.171, 6.186, 6.241,
6.245, 6.263, 6.270, 6.302, 6.336, 6.370, 6.374, 6.435, 6.450, 6.451, 6.805, 6.821, 6.827,
6.829, 6.837, 6.838, 6.844, 6.854, 6.856, 6.857, 6.863, 6.871, 6.875, 6.876, 6.884, 6.891,
6.893, 6.895, 6.896, 6.897, 6.933
* Predictions for Evelyn: 6.011, 6.021, 6.045, 6.050, 6.090, 6.092, 6.096, 6.111, 6.171,
6.186, 6.231, 6.241, 6.243, 6.245, 6.251, 6.252, 6.253, 6.263, 6.270, 6.336, 6.370, 6.374,
6.435, 6.441, 6.450, 6.451, 6.541, 6.801, 6.803, 6.805, 6.821, 6.827, 6.838, 6.844, 6.852,
6.854, 6.856, 6.863, 6.871, 6.875, 6.876, 6.881, 6.884, 6.891, 6.892, 6.893, 6.895, 6.896,
6.897, 6.901, 6.933, 6.972
* Predictions for Mike: 6.021, 6.042, 6.045, 6.050, 6.090, 6.092, 6.096, 6.101, 6.111,
6.163, 6.171, 6.186, 6.231, 6.241, 6.243, 6.245, 6.251, 6.252, 6.253, 6.263, 6.270, 6.301,
6.302, 6.331, 6.334, 6.336, 6.345, 6.370, 6.374, 6.435, 6.441, 6.450, 6.451, 6.541, 6.776,
6.780, 6.801, 6.803, 6.805, 6.821, 6.823, 6.827, 6.829, 6.831, 6.838, 6.844, 6.852, 6.854,
6.857, 6.863, 6.871, 6.875, 6.876, 6.881, 6.884, 6.891, 6.892, 6.893, 6.895, 6.896,
6.897, 6.933, 6.972, 6.976
* Predictions for Tammy: 6.021, 6.045, 6.046, 6.050, 6.090, 6.096, 6.111,6.163, 6.171,
6.186, 6.241, 6.245, 6.263, 6.302, 6.336, 6.345, 6.374, 6.450, 6.451, 6.803, 6.805, 6.821,
6.827, 6.829, 6.837, 6.838, 6.838, 6.844, 6.852, 6.854, 6.856, 6.857, 6.863, 6.871, 6.875,
6.876, 6.884, 6.891, 6.893, 6.895, 6.896, 6.897, 6.901, 6.933
M4
Figure 12 - Department 6 classes with those taught by Hal shown in red. A convex hull is created from those
taught.
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Figure 13 - Department 6 classes with those taken by Casey shown in red. A convex hull is created from those
taken.
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Figure 14 - Department 6 classes with those taken by Evelyn shown in red. A convex hull is created from
those taken.
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Figure 15 - Department 6 classes with those taken by Mike shown in red. A convex hull is created from those
taken.
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Figure 16 - Department 6 classes with those taken by Tammy shown in red. A convex hull is created from
those taken.
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4.5.3 Department 6 Organization Graphs
Like Figure 11 that showed the MDS graph of Department 6, both Figure 17 and Figure 18
show the graph of all subjects in Department 6 with an MDS layout. In Figure 17 subjects in
Department 6 are colored based on whether they are Electrical Engineering (red) or Computer
Science (blue). Classes shown in white, gray, and black make up the common core, math
requirements, and labs, and fall into neither category. These categories, along with concentration
groups, come from the Department 6 degree requirement list. [9]
Using the same method previously described, the department can be reorganized into new groups
by reducing the overlap of the convex hulls between groups. The following are suggestions for
group reorganization of Department 6:
* Previously ungrouped moved to EE: 6.071, 6.976, 6.977
* Previously ungrouped moved to CS: 6.090, 6.897, 6.933, 6.186, 6.901, 6.370, 6.270,
6.050, 6.096, 6.092
* Moved from CS to EE: 6.854, 6.801, 6.895, 6.891, 6.875
* Moved from EE to CS: 6.345, 6.435, 6.542
Figure 18 shows the Department 6 MDS graph colored by concentration. As in Figure 17, white,
gray, and black subjects correspond to the common core, math requirements, and lab, and do not
have a concentration. The following reorganizations for concentrations are suggested to reduce
the overlap of the convex hulls between groups:
* Previously Unassigned moved to Electrodynamics/Energy Systems: 6.977
* Communications, Control & Signal Processing moved to Electrodynamics / Energy
Systems: 6.451
* Previously Unassigned moved to Devices, Circuits, and Systems: 6.976
* Communications, Control & Signal Processing moved to Devices, Circuits and Systems:
6.302
* Unassigned moved to Computer Systems and Architecture: 6.897, 6.090
* Al moved to Computer Systems and Architecture: 6.831
* Al moved to Theory: 6.871, 6.891
Further recommendations aren't made because it isn't clear how to move subjects to reduce the
overlap of hulls in the large cluster on the right of the figure. However, it is important to point
out that there is some evidence these reorderings might be valid. The MDS graph suggested that
6.831 (User Interface Design and Implementation) should be moved from AI to Computer
Systems and Architecture. 6.831 is unusual in that it falls into both concentrations from the point
of view of Department 6 requirements. Its concentration was arbitrarily chosen to be AI for the
purposes of coloring. However, we see that it is more likely that 6.831 is a Systems and
Architecture Concentration subject than an Al one.
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Figure 17 - The MDS graph of Department 6 colored by EE (red) and CS (blue) subjects.
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Figure 18 - The MDS graph of Department 6 colored by concentration.
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4.6 Clustering
4.6.1 About
The Hierarchical Clustering Explorer 3.0, created by the Human-Computer Interaction Lab at the
University of Maryland, was used to perform hierarchical clustering. It allows a user to import a
set of data with Similarity Scores between all pairs of objects and perform clustering. The
algorithm it uses to perform the clustering is given below:
1. Initially, each data item occupies a cluster by itself So there are n clusters at the beginning.
2. Find one pair ofclusters whose similarity value is the highest, and make the pair a new
cluster.
3. Update the similarity values between the new cluster and the remaining clusters.
4. Steps 2 and 3 are applied n-1 times before there remains only one cluster of size n. [10]
The similarity values used for the new cluster in step 3 can be selected. For all the hierarchical
clustering done with HCE the method used for step 3 was Average Linkage (UPGMA :
Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean). This took the average of the similarities
between all remaining clusters and the first member of the pair and the similarities between all
remaining clusters and the second member of the pair.
HCE 3.0 creates dendrograms, or hierarchies, of the dataset as part of the clustering. The final
number of clusters as seen in the dendrograms is controlled by the end user. The dataset is
continually clustered until there is only one remaining cluster. It is then up to the user to
determine if the number of clusters should be increased. The cluster sizes chosen for the datasets
are explained along with the included dendrograms below.
4.6.2 Clustering of Departments
The Hierarchical Clustering of the Similarity Scores between all pairs of Departments produced
the dendrogram shown in Figure 19. The dendrogram shows the two Departments clustered first
as being HST and BE, which should occur as they have the smallest distance, 101-(Similarity
Score)* 100, 51.97. The number of clusters chosen was the minimum number without leaving
any Department in a cluster by itself. These clusters suggest a new organization for the OCW
Departments into Schools. The Departments grouped by new Schools produced are:
* School 1: STS, 21A, 17, 21H, 21L, 21W, 21F, 4, MIAS, 24, 24,
CMS, 21M.
* School 2: 15, ESD, 1, 1 1, 14, SP
* School 3: 22, 8, 5, 12, 3, 2, 16, 6, 10, 18, 13
* School 4: , BE, 7, 9
They are colored by their previous school for comparison.
4.6.3 Clustering of Department 6
Hierarchical Clustering was also done on all the subjects of Department 6, using the Similarity
Scores between all pairs of subjects. The clustering produced the dendrogram in Figure 20. The
number of clusters was chosen to break apart especially large clusters, while still keeping the
number of clusters reasonable. The clusters suggest the following new organization for
Department 6, with multiple versions of a subject shown in bold:
Group 1: 6.050, 6.061, 6.163, 6.231, 6.241, 6.243, 6.245, 6.252, 6.253, 6.336, 6.432, 6.435,
6.451, 6.685, 6.728, 6.763, 6.780, 6.801, 6.837, 6.838, 6.881, 6.972
Group 2: 6.186, 6.270, 6.370
Group 3: 6.001, 6.001, 6.033, 6.090, 6.170, 6.171, 6.263, 6.805, 6.821, 6.824, 6.826, 6.827,
6.829, 6.831, 6.844, 6.852, 6.857, 6.875, 6.876, 6.893, 6.895, 6.896, 6.897, 6.901,
6.933,
Group 4: 6.034, 6.034, 6.034, 6.345, 6.541, 6.542, 6.551, 6.803, 6.825, 6.863, 6.867, 6.871,
6.881, 6.892
Group 5: 6.441, 6.450, 6.451, 6.895
Group 6: 6.152, 6.161, 6.334, 6.637, 6.720, 6.730, 6.772, 6.973, 6.977, 6.977
Group 7: 6.003, 6.302, 6.661
Group 8: 6.041, 6.041
Group 9: 6.046, 6.046, 6.854, 6.854, 6.856
Group 10: 6.042, 6.042
Group 11: 6.013, 6.630, 6.632, 6.635, 6.641, 6.641, 6.642
Group 12: 6.004, 6.035, 6.111, 6.111, 6.823, 6.828, 6.884
Group 13: 6.045, 6.045
Group 14: 6.002, 6.012, 6.071, 6.101, 6.301, 6.331, 6.374, 6.776, 6.976
Only the short names of subjects have been included in the list of groupings above. As one step
towards showing the groupings are valid, note that all versions of the same subject, shown in
bold, fall into the same group.
Figure 19 - The Hierarchical Clustering of the OCW Departments. The number of clusters was chosen so as
not to leave a single Department unclustered.
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Figure 20- The Hierarchical Clustering of Department 6 subjects. The number of clusters was chosen to
break apart overly large clusters into clusters of reasonable size.
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Figure 20 -The Hierarchical Clustering of Department 6 subjects. The number of clusters was chosen tobreak apart overly large clusters into clusters of reasonable size.
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5 Conclusions
It is important to note that nearly one fourth of the keywords provided to OCW for subjects were
not used in the Vector Method. They were inappropriate either because they were redundant
(15%) or returned no matching subjects - including the ones they were provided for - in a
Google search (9%). This created the need for multiple modifications to the set of keywords to
remove the inappropriate ones. It also shows a need for keyword providers to be given guidelines
for appropriate keywords.
For those "good" keywords that were used in the Vector Model, nearly 70% of them were
applicable to two or more subjects, showing they tended to be applicable to more than the
subjects they were provided for. The keyword with the largest subject span was "science,"
spanning nearly 240 subjects.
OCW subjects tended to be very broad. 73% spanned more than 50 keywords, 46% spanned
more than 100 keywords, and 16% spanned more than 200 keywords. The subjects with the top
keyword spans, both above 700, were from ESD, in the School of Engineering. Further, it was
found that, on average, subjects in the School of Engineering tended to cover more than twice as
many keywords as those in the School of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences.
The validity of the Vector Model over the Raw Count Method with Symmetric Scores was also
shown with subject spans. More than 16% of subjects are related to more than the maximum
number, 205, of keywords provided for any subject. This would not have been reflected in the
other method: subjects that both covered keywords that neither listed would have deceptively
low scores.
Top keywords can provide an overview of a subject, Department, School or the entire OCW
curriculum. They list the keywords by the number of a subject's pages the keyword appears in,
averaged if in a set.
Other possible organizations for Departments and Schools are suggested by Hierarchical
clustering and by minimizing the overlap of convex hulls in MDS graphs. These techniques were
used to find two new possible organizations for Departments into Schools and two new possible
organizations for Department 6.
MDS graphs of a Department with convex hulls can also be used to predict or suggest subjects to
students who have previously taken subjects or Professors who have previously taught subjects
in the Department. Suggestions were made for four Department 6 students and one Department 6
Professor. The broader the person's interests, as measured by distances between previous
subjects, the more suggestions are possible.
Finally, it is important to note that these findings only apply to the subject, Departments, and
Schools as covered by OCW. The results can not necessarily be generalized to the MIT
curriculum. There is currently at least one Department, CSB, with no contributing subjects. If
individual Departments increase the number of subjects they contribute to OCW, the tests could
be rerun and the results generalized for MIT.
6 Future Work
As mentioned in the conclusions, there exists the possibility of recompiling the set of keywords,
rerunning the Google searches, rerunning the experiments, and generalizing the results to the
entire MIT curriculum. In order for this to take place, the number of subjects that Departments
contribute must first increase. But the system has been written to easily allow for the analysis to
be redone.
Future work also includes building an applet to share the results of this paper with a broader
audience. Such an applet may include the ability to display the MDS graph of the subjects the
student has taken along with predictions for future subjects. Or the data could be browsed in
much the same way as the Subject Listing Catalog is. Departments and subjects close together on
MDS graphs would inform a student about relatedness of topics.
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8 Appendix 1: MIT Departments By School
MIT's curriculum, all of its subjects, is organized into 35 Departments. Departments (with
Department numbers) are grouped into Schools as follows:
* Architecture and Engineering: Architecture (4), Media Arts and Sciences (MAS),
Urban Studies and Planning (11)
* Enaineerin : Aeronautics and Astronautics (16), Biological Engineering (BE), Chemical
Engineering (10), Civil and Environmental Engineering (1), Computational and Systems
Biology (CSB), Electrical Engineering and Computer Science (6), Engineering Systems
Division (ESD), Materials Science and Engineering (3), Mechanical Engineering (2),
Nuclear Science and Engineering (22), Ocean Engineering (13), School-Wide Electives
(SWE)
* Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences: Anthropology (21A), Comparative Media
Studies (CMS), Economics (14), Foreign Languages and Literatures (21F), History
(21H), Linguistics and Philosophy (24), Literature (21L), Music and Theater Arts (21M),
Political Science (17), Science, Technology and Society (STS), Writing and Humanistic
Studies (21W)
* Sloan School of Management: Management (15)
* Science: Biology (7), Brain and Cognitive Sciences (9), Chemistry (5), Earth,
Atmospheric, and Planetary Sciences (12), Mathematics (18), Physics (8)
* Whitaker Colle2e of Health Sciences and Technoloy: Harvard-MIT Division of
Health Sciences and Technology (HST)
* None: Special Programs (SP)
9 Appendix 2: OCW Curriculum Analysis
It is important to keep in mind that while OCW hopes to one day cover the entire MIT
curriculum, as of November 2005 it only included a subset of MIT courses. Because of this, any
results described in this paper apply only to the MIT curriculum covered by OCW. Before those
findings are discussed, it is necessary to make explicit certain information about this new dataset
and compare it to the entirety of the MIT curriculum to note limitations of generalizing results.
OCW does not include classes from all 35 MIT departments. As shown in Figure 21, only 33 out
of 35 Departments are found by the method described for determining Department numbers in
the OCW section. The two Department names not covered are SWE, School-wide Electives, and
CSB, Computational and Systems Biology. On manual inspection of the subject listings for each
of these Departments, it was found that SWE subjects were represented by the dataset but their
subject numbers reflected their inclusion in other Departments. Department CSB, the only truly
unrepresented Department in OCW, at this time only lists 3 subjects in the subject catalog.
Number of Courses covered by OCW
35
30
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Courses covered Courses not covered
Figure 21 - Number of Departments, or Courses, covered by OCW. Of those not covered (SWE and CSB),
SWE subjects are represented in other Departments and only CSB subjects are not present in the dataset.
All Schools are represented in the OCW dataset. A breakdown of Schools by their number of
represented Departments is shown in Figure 22. The School of Humanities, Arts, and Social
Sciences covers the most Departments, with 11, followed by Engineering at 10. This differs
slightly from the real MIT curriculum as the School of Engineering, with 12 Departments,
includes both SWE and CSB, the two Departments names not appearing in the OCW dataset.
Schools By Number of Contributing Courses
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0
Figure 22 - Schools by their number of contributing Departments, or Courses. Humanities, Arts and Social
Sciences and Engineering cover the most Departments.
A breakdown of Schools by the number of contributing subjects is shown in Figure 23. The
figure shows that while the School of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences has only one more
Department than Engineering according to the OCW dataset, it has more than 140 more
contributed subjects than Engineering. The School of Science, with less contributing
Departments than Engineering also has more subjects. Even SP, Whitaker, and Sloan that were
tied in the number of Departments, each with only one, vary greatly in their number of
contributed subjects. A breakdown of Schools by average number of contributing subjects, or the
number of contributing subjects divided by the number of Departments, is included in Figure 24.
There, Sloan leads with an average of 115 contributing subjects, all in one Department.
School by Number of Contributing courses
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Figure 23 - Schools by Number of Contributing subjects, or courses. HASS has nearly 100 more departments
contributed than the School of Science.
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Figure 24 - Schools by average number of contributing subjects, or courses, or the number of subjects divided
by the number of Departments. Here, Sloan is the clear leader with only one Department (Sloan) and 115
contributing subjects.
A further breakdown of each of the 33 Departments by number of contributed subjects is
included in Figure 25. Departments are colored by their School as in the previous four figures.
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Department 6, and Management, Department 15,
both have the greatest number of contributed subjects.
Courses by Number of Contributing courses (size)
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Figure 25 - Departments by number of contributing subjects. Electrical Engineering and Computer Science,
Department 6, and Management, Department 15, both lead.
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The following is the stem file that was created to merge non-stemmed, redundant keywords
results into a single keyword. The first item listed is an existing keyword. Its index in the TF
vector is the index the other listed keyword's TF-values should be added into. After addition of
their TF index values, the indexes of the subsequent keywords are removed. Keywords marked
with a preceding * were determined to be bad and were removed from the dataset before
stemming.
*and creativity 1.224,1.224j
*and economics 1.225,1.225j
*and percolation 1.252,1.252j
*and society 1.258,1.258j
*artifical intelligence 1.259,1.259j
*audience. 1.260,1.260j
*case studies 1.284,1.284j
*fraunhofer diffraction 1.285,1.285j
*games. 1.401,1.401j
*ideology of a 1.56,1.56j
*languge 1.573,1.573j
*latin america 1.593,1.593j
* linear algebra. 10.002,10.002j
*management 10.333,10.333j
*maxwell's equations; 10.392,10.392j
*mode shapes.
*negotiating the
*new applications.
*power.
*projects.
*representaion
*revolution.
*technolgy
*technologie
*textes
*theater.
*translation.
1.018,1.018j
1.021,1.021j
1.044,1.044j
1.053,1.053j
1.124,1.124j
1.126,1.126j
1.128,1.128j
1.138,1.138j
10.44,10.44j
10.543,10.543j
10.652,10.652j
10.792,10.792j
11.001,11.O01j
11.016,11.016j
11.163,11.163j
11.262,11.262j
11.304,11.304j
1 1.309,11.309j
11.310,11.3 lOj
11.328,11.328j
11.330,11.330j
11.332,11.332j
11.380,11.380j
11.431,11.431j
11.432,11.432j
11.433,11.433j
11.481,11.481j
11.482,11.482j
11.541,11.541j
11.542,11.542j
11.943,1 1.943j
11.946,11.946j
12.402,12.402j
12.620,12.620j
13.002,13.002j
13.013,13.013j
13.10,13.10j
13.14,13.14j
13.470,13.470j
13..472,13.472j
14.781,14.781j
15.021,15.021j
15.066,15.066j
15.081,15.081 j
15.082,15.082j
15.084,15.084j
15.342,15.342j
15.426,15.426j
15.427,15.427j
15.565,15.565j
15.578,15.578j
15.678,15.678j
15.770,15.770j
15.783,15.783j
15.792,15.792j
16.337,16.337j
16.355,16.355j
16.358,16.358j
16.37,16.37j
16.,412,16.412j
16.77,16.77j
16.852,16.852j
16.885,16.885j
16.891,16.89 j
16.910,16.910j
16.920,16.920j
16.940,16.940j
16.985,16.985j
17.000,17.000j
17.01,17.01j
17.100,17.100j
17.118,17. 118j
17.249,17.249j
17.57,17.57j
18.062,18.062j
18.335,18.335j
18.337,1 8.337j
18.361,18.361j
18.400,18.400j
18.404,1 8.404j
18.405,18.405j
18.415,18.415j
18.416, 18.416j
18.437,18.437j
2.030,2.030j
2.062,2.062j
2.084,2.084j
2.096,2.096j
2.097,2.097j
2.110,2.1 lOj
2.158,2.158j
2.159,2.159j
2.62,2.62j
2.64,2.64j
2.66,2.66j
2.717,2.717j
2.739,2.739j
2.772,2.772j
2.782,2.782j
2.798,2.798j
2.830,2.830j
2.851,2.85 lj
2.890,2.890j
21a.218,21a.218j
21f.031,21f.03 1j
211.448,211.448j
211.489,211.489j
21m.223,21m.223j
21w.742,21w.742j
21w.765,21w.765j
22.00,22.00j
22.314,22.314j
22.40,22.40j
22.52,22.52j
22.55,22.55j
22.611,22.61 lj
22.68,22.68j
22.71,22.71j
22.812,22.812j
24.04,24.04j
24.611,24.61 Ij
24.904,24.904j
24.949,24.949j
24.966,24.966j
24.968,24.968j
3.021,3.02 1j
3.051,3.05 1j
3.155,3.155j
3.40,3.40j
3.43,3.43j
3.80,3.80j
3.83,3.83j
3.91,3.91j
3.961,3.961j
3.962,3.962j
3.96,3.96j
4.163,4.163j
4.185,4.185j
4.211,4.21 1j
4.215,4.215j
4.240,4.240j
4.241,4.24 1j
4.243,4.243j
4.250,4.250j
4.42,4.42j
4.608,4.608j
5.08,5.08j
5.48,5.48j
5.68,5.68j
6.042,6.042j
6.045,6.045j
6.050,6.050j
6.152,6.152j
6.251,6.251j
6.252,6.252j
6.263,6.263j
6.336,6.336j
6.337,6.337j
6.338,6.338j
6.339,6.339j
6.524,6.524j
6.541,6.541j
6.542,6.542j
6.651,6.65 lj
6.720,6.720j
6.805,6.805j
6.834,6.834j
6.840,6.840j
6.841,6.84 1j
6.852,6.852j
6.854,6.854j
6.855,6.855j
6.856,6.856j
6.863,6.863j
6.872,6.872j
6.873,6.873j
6.933,6.933j
6.946,6.946j
7.08,7.08j
7.24,7.24j
7.30,7.30j
7.36,7.36j
7.66,7.66j
7.68,7.68j
7.81,7.8 1j
7.88,7.88j
7.91,7.9 1j
7.92,7.92j
8.225,8.225j
8.282,8.282j
8.351,8.351j
8.575,8.575j
8.591,8.591j
8.594,8.594j
8.613,8.613j
9.013,9.013j
9.110,9.1 lOj
9.19,9.19j
9.29,9.29j
9.301,9.301j
9.322,9.322j
9.57,9.57j
9.601,9.601j
9.611,9.61 lj
9.641,9.641j
abstract,abstraction,abstractions,abstracts
academic,academia
acceleration,accelerators,accelerometers
access,accession
accounts,accountability,accountants,account
ing
acoustic theory,acoustical theory
acquisition,acquisitions
act,acting,action,actions
activism,activist
activity,activities
actuator,actuators
advertising,advertisements
advocate,advocacy
aesthetic,aesthetics
affect,affective
africa,african
african american,african-american
air transport,air transportation
airfoil,airfoils
alchemy,alchemist
algorithm,algorithms
alternative,alternations
america,american,americans,americas
amplifier,amplification,amplifiers
analyze,analyzing,analysis,analytic,analytici
ty
analytical method,analytical methods
anarchy,anarchism
anatomy,anatomical
animal,animals
antenna,antennas
anthropology,anthropological
application,applications
approach,approaches
approximation,approximations
architecture,architects
archives,archivists
argument,arguments
arrow,arrows
article,articles
art,artist,artistic,artistry,artists,arts
asia,asian
asset,assets
asset price,asset pricing
asymptotic,asymptotics
atmosphere,atmospherics
atom bomb,atomic bomb
atomic,atomicity,atoms
attraction,attractors
audience,audiences
austen,austin
authors,authoring,authority
automobile,automobiles
balance sheet,balance sheets
be.O1 1,be.01 Ij
be.O I Ij,be.340j
be.410,be.410j
be.490,be.490j
behavior,behavioral
belief,beliefs
bid,bidding
binary star,binary stars
biogeochemical cycles,biogeochemical
cycling
biography,biographical
biological engineers,biological engineering
biological material,biological materials
biomedical,biomedicine
biotech,biotechnology
bipolar transistor,bipolar transistors
black hole,black holes
blackbody,black bodies
blog,blogs
bonding,bonds
boundary layer,boundary layers
boundary value problems,boundary-value
problems
branding,brands
break,breaking
broadcast,broadcasting
brownfield,brownfields
budget,budgeting,budgets
build,building,buildings
building design,building designs
building technology,building technologies
bureaucracy,bureaucracies
business cycle,business cycles
cad / cam,cad/cam
capacitor,capacitance,capacities,capacitors,c
apacity
capital,capitalism
captivity narrative,captivity narratives
case,cases
case study,case studies
catalysis,catalytic
causes,causality,causation
cell,cells,cellular
central force motion,central force motions
central limit theorem,central limit theorems
cerebellum,cerebellar
character,characteristics,characterization,cha
racters
chemical equilibria,chemical equilibrium
chemical potential,chemical potentials
chemical shift,chemical shifts
china,chinese
choice,choices
christian,christianity
cinema,cinematic
circuit,circuits
citizen,citizens,citizenship
cities,city
civil,civilian,civilization
class,classes,classification,classism
classical,classicism,classics
client,clientelism
clips,clipping
cluster,clustering,clusters
cms.845,cms.845j
cnc machines,cnc machining
cochlea,cochlear
codes,coding
cognition,cognitive
cognitive science,cognitive sciences
coherence,coherences
collaboration,collaborators
collective,collectivism
colony,colonial,colonialism,colonization
color,colors
comedy,comedies
comic,comics
common,commons,commonality
communicate,communicating,communicatio
n,communications
community,communities
company,companies
compete,competition,competitiveness
complementarity,complementarities
completeness,completion
complex,complexity
complex analysis,complexity analysis
composites,compositeness,composition,com
positionality,compositions
compression,compressibility
computation,computability,computational,co
mputations
computational modeling,computational
models
computer,computers,computing
computer models,computer modeling
computer system,computer systems
computer aided design,computer-aided
design
conceive,conceived
concepts,conceptual,conceptualization,conce
ptualizing
conditions,conditionals,conditionalities
conduct,conduction,conductors
conflict,conflicts
connector,connectedness,connectionism,con
nectionist,connections,connectivity
constraint,constrained,constraints
construction,constructionism,constructivism,
constructs
consulting,consultants
consumer,consumerism,consumers
contaminants,contamination
context,contexts,contextual
continuity,continua,continuum
contracts,contractors
control,controllability,controllers,controlling
controversy,controversies
converge,convergence
conversation,conversational
convex,convexity
cooperate,cooperation,cooperatives
coordinate,coordination
corporate,corporation,corporations
correlation,correlations
cosmos,cosmology
cost,costs
cost estimates,cost estimation
costume,costumes
counters,counting
country,countries
coupled,coupling
coupled oscillators,coupled oscillations
create,creation,creativity,creationism
credit market,credit markets
crises,crisis
critical period,critical periods 
critique,criticism 
cross-cultural negotiation,cross-cultural 
negotiations 
crystal lattice,crystal lattices 
crystal structure,crystal structures 
crystal,crystallization,crystallography,cry stal 
S 
cubqcubans 
culture,cultural,cultures 
cultural perspective,cultural perspectives 
cultural practice,cultural practices 
current,currents 
~~~tom,customer,customization,customs 
cyberspace,cyber space 
cycles,cyclicity 
danvin,darwinian 
data communication,data communications 
data link,data links 
data models,data modeling 
database,databases 
deal structure,deal structures 
dealers,dealership 
debate,debates 
decision,decisions 
decision-maker,decision-making 
decision theoretic planning,decision- 
theoretic planning 
deformable,deformation,deformations 
democracy,democratic,democratization 
demography,demographics 
density-functional theory,density functional 
theory 
derivation,derivatives 
design,designer,designing,designs 
design corn petition,design competitions 
design for manufacturingdesign-for- 
manufacturing 
detection,detectives,detectors 
determinants,determination,determinism 
developed,developers,developing,developm 
ent,developmental 
developing country,developing 
countries,developed countries 
developing nation,developing nations 
developing economies,development 
economics 
device characteristics,device 
characterization 
diagnosis,diagnostics 
diapirs,diapirism 
dictation,dictatorship 
difference,differences 
different culture,different cultures 
differentiate,differentiation,differentiabi lity, 
differentiable 
difisers,diffusion 
digital circuit,digital circuits 
digital communication,digitai 
communications 
digital images,digital imaging 
digital system,digital systems 
ive 
distributed computation,distributed 
computing 
distributed system,distribution systems 
diversity,diversification,diversion 
documentat ion,documentary,documentaries 
documentary photography,documentary 
photographers 
dose response,dose-response 
draft,drafting 
drawn,drawing 
dreams,dreaming 
dynamiqdynam ics,dynam ism 
earth science,earth sciences 
onomists 
edit,editing
effects,effective
electric,electrical,electricity
electric machines,electric machinery
electric circuits,electrical circuits
electric contacts,electrical contact
electrocardiogram,electrocardiograms
electromagnetic,electromagnetics,electroma
gnetism,electromagnets
electromagnetic field,electromagnetic fields
electron,electronic,electronica,electronics,el
ectrons
electrophysiology,electrophysiological
electrostatic field,electrostatic fields
element,elementary
emerging technology,emerging technologies
emily dickinson,emily dickenson
emission,emissions
emotion,emotions
empirical,empirics
endocrine,endocrinology
energy band,energy bands
engineer,engineering,engineers
engine,engines
ensemble,ensembles
enterprise application,enterprise applications
entrepreneur,entrepreneurs,entrepreneurship
environment,environmental,environmentalis
m
environmental impact,environmental
impacts
environmental risk,environmental risks
enzyme,enzymes
equilibria,equilibrium
equipment control,equipment/control
equivalence principle,equivalent principle
error,errors
esd.205,esd.205j
esd.225,esd.225j
esd.260,esd.260j
essay,essays
estimating,estimation
ethics,ethical
ethnic,ethnicity
ethnography,ethnographic,ethnographies
europe,european,europeans
evidence,evidentials
excavation,excavations
exchange rate,exchange rates,exchange-rate
exec,executive,executives
experience,experiences
experiment,experimental,experiments,experi
mentation
experimental method,experimental methods
experimental technique,experimental
techniques
exploration,explorations,exploratory
exposition,expository
external,externalist,externalities,externality
eye movement,eye movements
fabric,fabrication
fabrication process,fabrication processes
facilities,facilitation
factors,factorization
family,families
fast fourier transform,fast fourier transforms
feedback control system,feedback control
systems
feedback system,feedback systems
feel,feeling,feelings
female,femininity
feminism,feminist
ferromagnets,ferromagnetism
field effect transistor,field effect transistors
field trip,field trips
figure,figuration
film,filmique,films,filmmaking,filmmakers
filter,filtering,filters,filtration
finance,finances,financial,financing
financial report,financial reports
finite difference method,finite difference
methods
finite difference,finite differences
finite element,finite elements
finite,finiteness
firewall,firewalls
firm,firms
first order ode's,first-order ode's
flat,flats
flow,flows
fluid flow,fluid flows
force,forces
forced vibration,forced vibrations
formal,formalism
formula,formulae,formulating,formulation
four vectors,four-vectors
fourier transform,fourier
transformations,fourier transforms
fractions,fractionation
frame,frames,framing
france,french
free energy,free energies
free-body,free body
function,functional,functions
function generator,function generators
future,futures,futurism
galaxy,galaxies
games,gaming
gas,gases
gender identity,gender identities
gene,genes,genetic,genetics,genome,genome
s
general,generalizations
gene sequencing,genome sequences,genome
sequencing
genetic analysis,genomic analysis
geochemical,geochemistry
geography,geographical
geometric,geometry
german,germans,germany
globe,globalization,global
goods market,goods markets
government,governance
government regulation,governmental
regulations
grammar,grammars
grand,grandeur
graph,graphics,graphing,graphs
graphical user interface,graphical user
interfaces,gui
gravity,gravitational
greece,greek
green's function,green's functions
grow,growth
gyroscope,gyroscopic
hacker,hacking
haiti,haitian
health,healing
heat,heating
heat capacity,heat capacities
heat exchange,heat exchangers
hero,heroism
heuristic,heuristics
historian,historians,historical,historiography,
historique,history
holograms,holography
homeland,homelands
hst.950,hst.950j
human,humanism,humans,humanities
human disease,human diseases
huygens' principle,huygens's principle
hybrids,hybridization
hyperbolic,hyperbolics
hypotheses,hypothesis
identity,identities
idiom,idioms
ill,illness
image,imagery,images,imagination,imaging,
imagining
immunity,immunology
imperial,imperialism
implant,implantation,implants
implement,implementation,implementing
improv,improvisation
incentive,incentives
india,indian
individual,individualism,individuals
induction,inductor
industrial,industrialization,industrialized,ind
ustries,industry
inelasticity,inequalities
infectious disease,infectious diseases
information,informatics
information technology,information
technologies
infrastructure,infrastructural
inhabitants,inhabitation
innovation,innovations
input-output,input/output
instability,instabilities
installation,installations
institutional,institutionalism,institutions
instruction,instructions
instrument,instrumentation
insulation,insulators
insurance market,insurance markets
integrated circuit,integrated circuits
integration,integrative
intelligence,intelligentsia
interact,interaction,interactions,interactive
interface,interfaces
interferometer,interferometers
international economy,international
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